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Background
This State-of-the-Art Best Practices Report is the result of a blend of three fundamental sources:

1. The Strategic IQ Audits that the Haines Centre conducts.

2. Our interpretation and translation of Others’ Best Practices Research (we do not perform original
research ourselves).

3. Our consulting practices around the world in over 20 countries.

What do these numbers represent as the “Natural Way the World Works”?
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STRENGTHS OF MANY CURRENT STRATEGIC CHANGE PROCESSES
Successful Companies take these steps:
1. Clarity about the problem
2. Problem, when solved, will make a big difference in the organization’s success
3. Strong Commitment of a key executive champion
4. Funding for the intervention
5. Seriousness with which the problem is taken
6. Strong commitment of the Project Team undertaking the intervention
7. Strong skills by Project Team Members in the specific intervention
8. Utilization of an outside consultant who is an expert on the intervention
9. Understand the need for metrics and have good financial ones
10. The willingness to adopt the latest research on change technologies, such as Appreciative Inquiry.

Yet, why do about 75% of all major changes
fail to achieve their objectives?
Theses strengths are “necessary but not sufficient” for success.
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A New Approach to Change is required in the 21st Century
Think Differently—Think Strategically
use the Systems Thinking Approach®.
Look for Systems Solutions to Systems Problems
(not analytic and piecemeal solutions to Systems Problems)
Clarity and Simplicity = Success
(Simplicity wins the game every time)
This is what the State-of-the Art Report is all about.

Singular Change Efforts Fail
A single and one time intervention

will not change much of anything
except for another short term fix.
Real change requires multiple strategies
Focused on clear outcomes
—OD Practitioner, May 2007

Our Level of Thinking
Problems that are created by our current level of thinking
can’t be solved by that same level of thinking.
—Albert Einstein
So…if we generally use analytical thinking,
we now need real “Systems Thinking” to resolve our issues.
—Stephen G. Haines

Think—Plan—Act—Results
How you think
is how you plan
is how you act
and that
determines the results you get in work and life.
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The ABCs of Strategic Change Management
Strategic Planning has been reinvented. It is now Strategic Change Management which has four components.
1. Planning
2. People
3. Leadership
4. Change
to deliver Customer Value
So…Strategic Change Management is the new way (a Yearly Cycle) on how to ACHIEVE
Business Excellence and Superior Results.
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THE TOP 12 LEADING STRATEGIC CHANGE MISTAKES
(75% of all Major Change Fails)
1. Problem: Lack of Execution and Follow Through
Best Practice: A Monthly Change Leadership Team Meeting
Most organizations need to expand their current monthly financial reviews to add a separate and more rigorous and
robust Change Leadership Team (CLT) Meeting, led by the CEO. In effect the Strategic Planning Team should
continue as the CLT to ensure follow through. After all, they are the ones who built and own the Strategic Plan.
The CLT should focus each month on the status of:
• The Key Success Measures/Goals
• The Core Strategies with their three Top Priority Annual Actions for each
• The Future Environmental Scan to ensure the world is not leaving them behind (recommend this informally each
month and formally 2-4 times a year by Environmental Scanning Teams using the SKEPTIC Framework in the State
of the Art on Strategic Planning (Part I)
This CLT can add other people to it, but it must be led by the CEO with their senior management team who are the ones
with their names on the Top Priority Annual Actions that are reviewed each month. It must be a separate meeting, each
month and planned on the calendar each month for a year in advance. This enables the executives to schedule the rest of
their work and lives around these days and not miss any of them.
The meeting can be 2 hours, a half day or even a full day, depending on the needs of the organization. Those that make
it a half to a full day add in new learning events each month as well as reinforcement for their Vision, Mission, Core
Values, and Marketplace Positioning.
An executive level neutral expert is needed to facilitate each meeting for maximum dialogue and effectiveness as the
Strategic Plan is a “living, breathing, document” with changes expected throughout the year.
People do what you inspect, not what you expect.
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Model: Code MRSP-04—Rubik’s Cube Effect
Instrument: Code ICEF—Why 75% of Change Efforts Fail
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2. Problem: Lacking the Organizational Capacity for Change
Best Practice: Invest in, Hire and Develop the Capacity to make the Change succeed
Your organization chart is designed to run the day-day operations as efficiently and productively as possible. In
Deming’s terms, it would be to reduce the variation to improve the quality and consistency and reduce the costs.
Moreover, the day-day has its own stress, pressure and demands from the customer that make it a full time job just to
keep up.
Yet change is precisely the opposite. It is about having the time, focus, energy, and commitment to making changes to
the existing order of things. Thus, it often turns out that the current organization as represented by its organization chart
is one of the biggest barriers to change. There just is not any time for these changes even if we were totally in favor of
them; which is also suspect, given human nature to love routines and resist change done to us or that we cannot figure
our WIIFM (What’s In It for Me)
Our research on why 75% of all major change fails to achieve its goals is rooted in all of the obstacles above. In
particular we uncovered five major areas that most organizations lack in their capacity to undertake, sustain and achieve
success in their Strategic Change efforts. They lack:
1. A demonstrated long-term commitment to change and the culture change that is included in all major and
Strategic Change. This commitment is needed by the collective leadership team, including the CEO, senior
management, Board of Directors and the rest of the collective management team.
2. An effective set of change processes to deal with the Enterprise-Wide nature of the changes. This includes
processes and skills such as the Rollercoaster of Change, Parallel Involvement Processes to engage all key
stakeholders, the cascading waves after waves of change to get all employees behind it, strategic and ongoing
two-way communications processes as well as just the traditional people/HR policies and management’s daily
practices that are poorly designed and carried out under the stress of the day-day AND the desired changes.
3. Effective organizational change infrastructures to supplement the day-day organization charts and
responsibilities mentioned earlier. Structure influences behaviors and if we want to change behaviors, we need
the structures to accomplish it, including:
— #1-the Change Leadership Team meeting monthly on the desired changes and their associated actions as
mentioned as Best Practice #1.
— A Program Management Office to coordinate and support all the desired changes,
— Innovative Project Teams (usually cross-functional) to carry out the prioritized actions successfully
— A Yearly Map of Implementation to guide and integrate the year long efforts correctly
— A positive work culture that has a discipline to it has accountability and rewards as a key part of it, just to
name a few. Culture is a structural concept, which is why, when strategy and culture collide, usually culture
wins out.

4. High level individual competencies and skills by the collective management members to lead the
Enterprise-Wide Changes effectively at all levels and across all functions. These might include leadership
excellence, business acumen, the daily people management practices mentioned earlier, Systems Thinking
Concepts and tools as well as the ability to promote innovation and creativity among your staff.
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5. Adequate resources devoted exclusively to the Enterprise-Wide Change effort, usually on an ongoing
basis as this is a systemic process and integrated set of issues rather than a project with a specific
beginning and end date (Like installing new computer software would be). Initial “buy-in” is crucial to
Strategic Changes but long-term “stay-in” is even more crucial. The resources are your typical ones of
people, time, money, information and equipment/support facilities.
You now have two full time jobs—the day-day and leading Strategic Change

For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code AITM—Improving Team Meetings and Performance
Model: Code MBPC-02 –High Performance Team Model
Instrument: Code IOC –Organizational Capacity
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3.

Problem: Ignoring the Power of Simplicity
Best Practice: Learn and Apply the Rules of Elegant Simplicity
We live in a complex world but the natural way the world works is based on a set of simple concepts. For example
the information technology revolution is based on bits and bits (the number 2). All color in this world is based on
three primary colors. All the music in this world is based on 12 notes, composing just one octave. Lastly all the
economics in the world are based on just 10 digits, 1-9, and zero.
So, what are some Rules of Elegant Simplicity?
The first Rule is the use of one sheet of paper to clarify and simplify any issue or direction if you want people to
read, understand, refer, and follow it. Don’t lose the complexity, but boil it down to its essence on the far side of
complexity. We have many simple tools at the Haines Centre that are just one piece of paper, headed by our
Strategic Thinking ABCs Template that is the personification of Elegant Simplicity.
The second Rule is the Rule of Three—people can remember three things easily. However, when the fourth item is
introduced there is a remarkable deterioration of memory. Three is also a nice set of prioritized actions rather than a
laundry list of 5-10 items. That is a list, not a set of priorities.
Thirdly, you need a Rule that says if I cannot explain something in three minutes or less, I really do not understand
it. Even better is what is called “the elevator speech”—can you explain to me what you do while we are going up
from the Ground floor to may 7th floor destination. The two words that come to mind are “clarity and simplicity” as
the keys to success in any undertaking. The first part of the three minute explanation should be the purposes you are
trying to achieve, not the actions you are doing.
That’s it-three Rules of Elegant Simplicity. Now, organize and reward your “Simplicity Police” to stomp out
complexity, bureaucracy, and confusion. Clarity and Simplicity.
Everything is simple you see, but you just have to see it.

For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code ASIQ—Enhance your Strategic IQ
Model: Code MSST-02—The Simplicity of Systems Thinking
Instrument: Code ISST—Becoming a Strategic and Systems Thinker
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4. Missing the Key Structures and Roles to Make Change Successful
Best Practice: Installing the Players of Change Roles and Infrastructure
In Best Practice #2 on the Organizational Capacity for Change, we mentioned change infrastructures as one of the five
areas that are usually lacking in change. To be specific, clarity of who the key Players of Change are and why they are
so essential for any Strategic Change to be successful is this Best Practice #4. It refers to the ability to “work ON the
enterprise, rather than working IN the enterprise” all the time. It is the “Helicopter View of Life and Work” or as
Einstein so eloquently put it—“Problems that are caused by our current level of thinking cannot be solved by that same
level of thinking”. So who are these essential Players of Change?
The first is the #1 ABSOLUTE for change success which is Best Practice #1 in this State of the Art Report: a Change
Leadership Team, led by the CEO and meeting at least monthly to track, report and follow up to ensure integrated
actions and accountability for results—the culture of discipline mentioned earlier.
Secondly is the CEO and senior management team-if-they understand that in today’s complex, dynamic world what
their job it. Planning and Change are the PRIMARY job/role of leaders today. Do you agree?
Thirdly is the need for a minimum of 51% of one key person’s time responsible to coordinate and support the Change
Leadership Team’s agenda and focus. Usually in Strategic Change, it takes much more than this and as mentioned
earlier, a Program Management Office is the ultimate conclusion and requirement for success in larger and more
complex organizations. You must have the internal capacity and time to focus on the desired changes, not just the dayday. Hope is not a change strategy.
Think structures/roles first, then process to support the content of your Desired Outcomes
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code ARSP—Reinventing Strategic Planning
Model: Code MBPC-01—The Players of Change
Instrument: Code IALE—Achieving Leadership Excellence
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5. Problem Lack of Fully Required Change Infrastructure

Best Practice: Choose and Tailor from Change Infrastructures to Cascade the Change
throughout the Organization
Every organizational chart is designed to run the daily operations of an organization in the most cost-efficient manner.
Thus, it is naturally resistant to change and variation as that costs more. This is true especially when the change is of a
strategic and more fundamental nature, coming from a Strategic Plan. We all like and master routines and our habits
become difficult to break.
Fortunately, Systems Thinking shows that “Structure influences behavior” just like plastic bottle holds water and
influences how we drink it in the 21st Century. The key leverage points to ensure successful change come from
designing the proper infrastructures for change; from big ones like the Change Leadership Team to small ones like the
simple Annual Work Plan Format (see the State of the Art Report on Strategic Planning: Part I).
The Menu of Change Structures is almost limitless when you think of the small and big structures. A few that are
usually key in Leading Strategic Change successfully are mentioned in both State of the Art Reports (Part I and II), such
as the Players of Change and the Change Leadership Team. Others include an Employee Development Board for
people issues, a Technology Committee for major technological changes, Customer Focus Groups to ensure customers
are primary, Strategic Project Teams for all major initiatives, etc.
Structure Influences Behavior—Use it to your Benefit
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code AEWC—Smart Start to Enterprise-Wide Change
Model: Code MEWC-01—The Cascade of Planning
Instrument: Code IROC-P—Rollercoaster of Change Prework
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6. Problem: Failing to understand the sequence of Change
Best Practice: Learn and use the Rollercoaster of Change
There are so many writers today focusing on change, that it sometimes seems we don’t know where to turn for the best
practices—is it this author, this professor or this consulting firm? Well, it turns out that there are at least 20 theories of
change that we have cataloged—and they all are talking about the same process of change. Steve Haines identified this
back in the 1980s as he was starting his career and began tracking these and trademarked it as the Rollercoaster of
ChangeTM. And the really good news about the Rollercoaster pictured below is that it is natural, it is normal AND it is
highly, highly predictable. So, the good news is you do not need to know 20 theories of change—just one that is the
essence of them all. IT IS THAT SIMPLE.
When planning out any Strategic Change effort, the details behind each of the six stages of the Rollercoaster are crucial
to review as you tailor and craft your Strategic Change Management efforts. It is also key to review this at each Change
Leadership Team meeting to remind yourselves of what is happening and refine your tactics to match the reality on the
ground around the change.
This Rollercoaster of Change is also wonderful to teach all the employees BEFORE they need it as they experience it
while going through the desired changes you implement. Once they understand and can internalize that it is natural to
feel shock/denial and then anger/emotions, they feel better about themselves, can go through this Rollercoaster faster
and figure out WIIFM so they can support the changes.
The Rollercoaster is natural, normal, and highly predictable—use it!
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code AROC—Rollercoaster of Change
Model: Code MEWC-03—Rollercoaster of Change
Instrument: Code IROC-D—Rollercoaster of Change Debrief
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7. Problem: Lack of Involvement of Key Stakeholders
Best Practice: A Parallel Involvement Process with All Key Stakeholders
Involvement of the people who are key to success of a change effort are often dealt with poorly. However, the proper
way to involve key stakeholders is first, identify who they are, both inside and outside the organization. Then, develop
a tailored Parallel Involvement Process to appropriately involve these key stakeholders during your change journey.
Pay specific attention to the key role of middle management (top 50-70 managers?).
The Parallel Involvement Process is detailed in our FREE article of the same name and is based on the basic truism of
Life that “People Support What They Help Create”. This includes tasks such as sharing the working DRAFT Strategic
Planning and Change documents with them for their feedback as well as sharing Draft Department Work Plans in a
Large Group Annual Review Team Meeting Day (top 50-70 managers).
A key here however, is these are NOT decision-making meetings but information sharing and feedback meetings. They
should come with:
A Guarantee—that you will seriously consider what was said at the meetings—BUT:
A Limitation—in that we are talking to many people and the final decisions will be made by the Planning and
Change Team (CLT) at their next meeting. The key, then, is to ensure feedback goes back to those involved as to
what and why the decision was made.
Prevent the Rubik's Cube Effect of Unintended Consequences
By following the
“People Support What They Help Create” basic truism in life.
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code APP—Parallel Involvement Process
Model: Code MBPC-01—Parallel Involvement Process
Instrument: Code IACI—Acting with Conscience Intent
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8. Problem: Lacking Management Appreciation and Competencies in Leading Strategic
Change
Best Practice: Management understanding that Planning and Change are the
PRIMARY job of Leaders
This solution was mentioned earlier but is worth repeating here. We usually get rewarded for short term results and the
day-day actions we successfully accomplish. We often get into positions of more senior leadership because we are
smarter, quicker, and more skillful at accomplishing the tasks of the day-day. That is what gets us promoted to the
senior ranks where our roles have to change. However, that means letting go in some respects of the very things that got
us to this more senior position.
Now, planning and change, planning and change, planning and change on a continual basis—day-day, week-week,
month-mon and year-year is our PRIMARY job. And, Strategic Thinking at the highest level is where our added value
to the organizations should now be. We have to be flexible and adaptable as planning in the 21st century is about
Planning for Change.
And, Strategic Planning is just the highest form of planning and the first of the Five Functions of Management—not a
fad or just a nice thing to do. These are some of the highest skills required of leaders if you look at the Leadership
Competencies Pyramid as part of this 8th Best Practice. Strategic Planning is Level Six (the organization in its
environment) and Strategic Change is Level Five (the entire organization).
However, the helicopter view of life and work tells us that the environment around us is not static but ever changing and
so must we. Hence, planning and change. Jack Welch said it best:
If the rate of change on the outside exceeds the rate of change on the inside,
the end is near!
So make sure you schedule and take the time to focus on the future, not just the day-day. Whenever you have regular
meetings with your team, separate your agenda into two items like this:
1. Desired Outcomes and the Strategic Changes it requires—specific actions, values and the like
2. Then, and only then, cover day-day operational activities
Planning and Change are the PRIMARY job of Leaders
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code ALDR—Leadership Development: The Bankrupt Art
Model: Code MALE-02—Achieving Leadership Excellence, Enterprise-Wide
Instrument: Code ILDR-Sel—Self Evaluation of my Leadership Competencies
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Problem 9:
Failing to Understand and Appreciate the
Structural Nature of Cultural Change
Best Practice:
Understand the Need for a focus on the
Seven Pillars of Cultural Change
Culture Change is a phrase bandied about quite freely. When Steve Haines was giving a talk to 150 ASTD members at
one of their recent annual conferences, practically every hand it the room was raised in response to whether or not they
were involved in culture change in their organization. Wonder what each of their definitions of culture change was?
Since they were in training, it reinforced what we see regularly in that culture change, most often is seen as an
individual issue, and if we just train them, the culture will change.
That idea is so naive it is laughable. Culture is “the way we do things around here”. Ideally it is a set of Core Values
that become Guiding Principles for our behaviors that collectively describe the culture – it is interlocking collectively,
approved behaviors – not just individual behaviors.
However, what are the impacts on our behaviors? Aren’t they much more complex than just teaching them supposedly
new skills?
One set of our behaviors comes from our background, genes and make up, ethnicity and family and society culture that
we learn growing up.
Another set of guiding principles comes from our education, especially our advanced education in college and beyond
that provides us with the traditions of the profession/function in which we earn a degree.
These first two sets of sources of a person’s cultural norms of behaviors in an organization are deeply personal, and are
rooted and structured in us as a person—thus quite hard to change.
However, the third set of sources for guiding an employee are the set of policies, procedures, stories, myths, rewards
and processes that the organization has adopted. Our Best Practices Research mirrors that of the Baldrige Quality
Award when we took two years to study their view of an organization as a system vs. ours. The combined result was
seven pillars that together are an integrated holistic source of the desired and reinforced culture of an organization.
The seven pillars either work together and reinforce each other to create the Desired Culture or they are fragmented and
cause confusion as a piecemeal set of cultural norms that do NOT help your organization become a high performing
organization.
If we have a desired culture in mind, we must focus on each of these Seven Pillars and reinforce them with all
employees regularly.
Your Core Values should be guides to behavior that create your desired culture.
Which Core Value needs changing?

For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code ACCV—Creating Customer Value
Model: Code MBPC-03—Seven Pillars of Cultural Change
Instrument: IBOB—Enterprise-Wide Assessment: Business Excellence Architecture
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10. Problem: Lacking a Culture of Discipline
Best Practice: Creating a Thought Process and Organizing Framework for SolutionSeeking, not just Problem-Solving
What is a Culture of Discipline? It is the author’s belief that the US educational and child rearing culture over the past
20 years of so has caused a breakdown of the “work ethic” that used to be more prevalent. Education had a policy for
years in many locations of “passing” students regardless of their grades or skills to move up to the next level, to
preserve their self-esteem. Child rearing also stressed coddling so as not to harm the child’s self-esteem.
Couple that with the instant gratification hopes of the pervasive gambling environment in our society, and our famous
“Me Generation”, and we get a decline in the discipline, work ethic, reliability, and dependability in numerous workers
and executives today. Many of us in the field of Management Consulting have commented how a “surface” level of
knowledge and use of the right terminology seems to be sufficient. In fact, at our public workshops, participants eschew
the traditional, content heavy Participant Notebook in favor of the surface bullets of PowerPoint Slides.
Jim Collins, the famous management guru, professor and best selling author even uses this exact term of lacking a
“Culture of Discipline in his post Good to Great book monograph about the public sector.
Instead the Best Practices needed and present in high performing organizations is a disciplined culture where
(1) Personal accountability has its rewards and consequences,
(2) A systemic thought process and Organizing Framework is prevalent, resulting is the Rubik's Cube Effect of
“Unintended Consequences” is lessened. Conflict is nipped in the bud and cross-functional teamwork is much more the
norm. Conflict is down and teamwork is up!
(3) Traditional problem-solving of today’s issues is no longer the main skill, but solutions-seeking towards corporate
Vision, Mission, and Goals is the norm, encapsulating more than just the problem-solving component.
Lastly, the organization understands the need for the organization to be one “system” with all parts and people
supporting the whole, overall direction. The parts, people and processes all fit, are aligned, and integrated into one
“Watertight Integrity” of an organization. We refer to this “Watertight Integrity” (as in a ship), (or “Airtight Integrity”
in a plane), as when the Seven Cultural Pillars mentioned earlier, all have integrity and are integrated with each other.
Without it a ship would sink and an airplane could not fly. However, organizations are known for this fragmented,
piecemeal, eclectic approach to culture and cultural change.
Do you have watertight integrity?
Or
Is your ship sinking?
For related knowledge and best practices, please go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code AECR—Executive Coaching for Results
Model: Code MALE-03—Enhanced Daily Problem Solving
Instrument: Code IIAC—Having Integrity and Character
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11. Problem: Mostly Focusing on Cultural Attunement
Best Practice: Building and Implementing a Holistic View of an Organization as a
System
There is a basic tension in most organizations between the different views of people in the organization that tear it apart.
It is not malicious or intentional at all. It is the result of the background, functional education, and orientation most of
us have towards our work in organizations. We are first and foremost, specialists in our scientific disciplines and our
part of the whole organization; not the organization as a whole.
In Systems Thinking, “the whole is primary and the parts are secondary”. However, in Analytical Thinking, the
reverse is true—“the parts are primary and the whole is secondary”. And, of course, the primary culture of society,
especially in the west, is that of Analytical Thinking.
As a result of this fragmented orientation to work and business, there are a group of people and functions in
organizations that are mostly focusing on the people side of the business, the employees, and their needs, and the caring,
feeling side of things. At its extreme it is the legitimate role of Unions to represent the employees in their bargaining
unit as their fundamental purpose.
However, this cultural phenomenon, often represented by the Human Resource and Organizational Development fields,
is an inward focus rather than on customers and value-added the organization must provide to its customers in order to
survive and thrive. While there is nothing wrong with this inward people and cultural focus, when it becomes more
about the cultural attunement of people’s hearts and minds to the exclusion of the business and its customers, it is an
Analytical Approach to a Systems Problem and doomed to failure.
An Analytic Approach to a Systems Problem is doomed to failure.
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code ASP—The ABCs of Strategic Management
Model: Code MADD-02—The ABCs of the Business Excellence Architecture
Instrument: Code ISMS—Strategic Management: It’s Simple
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12. Problem: Mostly Focusing on Economic Alignment
Best Practice: Building and tracking a Quadruple Bottom Line
Conversely, in Problem #11 and its Best Practice need for building and implementing a holistic view of an organization
as a system, is the opposite, yet still analytic approach to a Systems Problem. Alfred Sloan is supposed to have said that
“the business of business is business” and its main purpose is to make a profit.
This exclusive focus on the profitability that comes from mostly focusing on the economic alignment of delivery can
certainly have a short-term level of efficiency, low variability, and maximum profitability to match the need for
quarterly earnings and higher and higher stock price.
However, the longer term consequences of ignoring the cultural attunement of people’s hearts and minds as in Best
Practice #11 are usually quite negative economically. The slow, or even fast, loss of human capital on a regular basis
has a culminating effect over the long term.
We get what we measure. When the focus of measurement is on economics alone, the result above is predictable.
Instead, Best Practices has evolved through various means, including the initial Balanced Scorecard, towards measuring
a balanced set of measurable results that cover both Best Practices #11 and #12.
We call this a set of Key Success Measures/Goals of an organization’s Ideal Desired Vision, Mission and Values (or
Culture) on an ongoing, Continuous Improvement, basis. This has evolved into our copyrighted Quadruple Bottom
Line as it now extends to the following four categories of Desired Outcomes or Results:
(1) Traditional Financial and Economic Success Measures
(2) Customer Value and Satisfaction Measures
(3) Employee Engagement and Satisfaction Measures
(4) Contribution to Society, Safety, and the Environment
This Quadruple Bottom Line has the effect of pulling together the hard core economic, efficiency and financial
professionals with the soft, culturally-focused and caring Human Resource and Organizational Development
professionals; resulting in a more successful and holistic approach to an organization as a systems challenges and
Rubik's Cube Effect.
We get what we measure.
For related knowledge and best practices, go to www.SystemsThinkingPress.com for items including:
Article: Code ASMF—Top Strategic Management Failures
Model: Code MRSP-05—Quadruple Bottom Line
Instrument: Code IISM—Integrated Strategic Planning and Management
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